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1 Introduction 

This volume of DP station keeping events reported during 2016 has been prepared internally, and continues to 

maintain the high degree of confidentiality and security. 

The review of the reporting and analysis is ongoing with the aim of developing an improved reporting scheme 

providing valuable lessons learnt and meaningful analysis and feedback.  This year comments, initiating event and 

causes reported by users have been incorporated into a spreadsheet for easy comparison.  This enables vessels 

to readily compare actual events with the situation onboard their DP vessel.  

The spreadsheet “IMCA 2016 DP Station Keeping Event Summary” is available from: 

www.imca-int.com/media/285726/2016_dp_station_keeping_event_summary.xlsx  

DP station keeping reports are welcome from both members and organisations which are not members of IMCA.  

Reports can be accepted in company or other format providing that the analysis can be carried out from the 

information received. 

The IMCA DP station keeping event report form is available from 

www.imca-int.com/media/259443/dp_station_keeping_event_form.pdf 

http://www.imca-int.com/media/285726/2016_dp_station_keeping_event_summary.xlsx
http://www.imca-int.com/media/259443/dp_station_keeping_event_form.pdf
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2 DP Station Keeping Summary for 2016 

2.1 Participation 

Between 1 January and 31 December 2016 a total of 78 DP station keeping reports were received from 

IMCA members’ operating DP vessels; all have been analysed and included in this report.  DP station 

keeping reports are also welcome from organisations which are not members of IMCA.  Despite the 

current reduction in DP vessel operations the level of reporting when compared to 2015 has been 

maintained.  This is considered to be a positive reaction from the industry recognising the importance 

placed on sharing data for the purposes of learning.  However, there is still an awareness that DP 

incidents and undesired events are occurring and not being reported.  IMCA will continue to provide 

lessons learnt from received reports and engage with operators and other industry bodies to ensure 

industry receives the maximum benefit from participation in the IMCA DP station keeping reporting 

scheme. 

Seventy-eight reports were submitted by 52 vessels, giving an average of 1.5 reports per vessel.  As in 

previous years, the average remains between one and two, with six vessels reporting between three 

and seven DP station keeping events, four reporting two and forty-two reporting just one event.  If the 

rate of 1.5 reports per vessel were to be repeated throughout the DP fleet, there should be a much 

higher number of reported DP station keeping events. 

 

Figure 1 – DP station keeping reports per vessel 

It is important to understand the principle behind the reporting of DP station keeping events as not all 

reports received indicate an inability to maintain position.  The reports are used by IMCA primarily to 

inform the DP industry of lessons to be learnt, therefore contributing to the safe and efficient operation 

of DP vessels.  Three categorisation levels are used by vessel operators when reporting a DP station 

keeping event: 

DP Incident A major system failure, environmental or human factor which has resulted in 

loss of DP capability. 

DP Undesired Event A system failure, environmental or human factor which has caused a loss of 

redundancy and/or compromised DP capability. 

DP Downtime An event that has not resulted in a loss of redundancy or compromised DP 

operational capability but is still deemed worthy of sharing. 

During 2016 there were 18 DP incidents, 39 DP undesired events and 21 DP observation reports 

submitted. 
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Figure 2 – Regional split of DP reporting 

2.2 Frequency of DP Station Keeping Events 

2.2.1 2015 Data 

For 2015 annual hours of operation on DP were obtained from 41 vessels, these vessels 

submitted a total of 58 DP station keeping reports to IMCA.  The vessels reported 12 DP 

incidents, 38 DP undesired events and 8 DP observations.  DP vessels may not experience a 

DP station keeping event during the year but using this data, the following was concluded: 

Annual hours of operation on DP for the 41 vessels 176013 hrs 

Average time between an actual loss of automatic DP control 14668 hrs 

Average time between a DP undesired event or DP observation 3826 hrs 

2.2.2 2016 Data 

For 2016 annual hours of operation on DP were obtained from 30 vessels, these vessels 

submitted a total of 46 DP station keeping reports to IMCA.  The vessels reported 12 DP 

incidents, 26 DP undesired events and 8 DP observations.  DP vessels may not experience a 

DP station keeping event during the year but using this data, the following was concluded: 

Annual hours of operation on DP for the 30 vessels 115157 hrs 

Average time between an actual loss of automatic DP control 9596 hrs 

Average time between a DP undesired event or DP observation 3387 hrs 
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2.3 Summary of Causes 2016 
 

Event Main cause 
Secondary 
cause (if given) 

 
Event Main cause 

Secondary 
cause (if given) 

1601 Computer   1640 Position reference 
systems 

 

1602 Computer   1641 Human factor  

1603 Power   1642 Position reference 
systems 

 

1604 Computer   1643 Thruster/Propulsion  

1605 Thruster/Propulsion   1644 Human factor Environment 

1606 Computer   1645 Computer  

1607 Thruster/Propulsion   1646 Thruster/Propulsion  

1608 Power   1647 Thruster/Propulsion  

1609 Human factor   1648 Power  

1610 Power   1649 Thruster/Propulsion  

1611 Power   1650 Thruster/Propulsion  

1612 Thruster/Propulsion   1651 Power  

1613 Thruster/Propulsion   1652 Thruster/Propulsion  

1614 Thruster/Propulsion   1653 Human factor Human factor 

1615 Computer   1654 Human factor Human factor 

1616 Position reference 
systems 

  1655 Computer  

1617 Human factor Human factor  1656 Thruster/Propulsion  

1618 Human factor   1657 Computer  

1619 Human factor   1658 Human factor computer 

1620 Power   1659 Thruster/Propulsion  

1621 Position reference 

systems 

  1660 Thruster/Propulsion  

1622 Thruster/Propulsion   1661 Computer  

1623 Power   1662 Thruster/Propulsion  

1624 Power   1663 Thruster/Propulsion  

1625 Thruster/Propulsion   1664 Human factor computer 

1626 Human factor Electrical  1665 Position reference 

systems 

Human factor 

1627 Thruster/Propulsion Thruster/propulsion  1666 Human factor Environment 

1628 Thruster/Propulsion   1667 Computer  

1629 Thruster/Propulsion Human factor  1668 Computer  

1630 Human factor Human factor  1669 Computer  

1631 Power   1670 Position reference 

systems 

 

1632 Thruster/Propulsion   1671 Human factor  

1633 External influence   1672 Power power 

1634 Power   1673 Thruster/Propulsion  

1635 position reference 

systems 

Human factor  1674 Computer  

1636 Power   1675 Human factor Position reference 

system 

1637 Power   1676 Human factor Power 

1638 Thruster/Propulsion   1677 Computer  

1639 Computer   1678 Power  

Table 1 – DP station keeping events main and secondary causes 
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Figure 3 – Number of DP station keeping events by main cause 

Figure 3 identifies the number of DP station keeping events by the nine main causes. 

A secondary cause was identified in 16 of the reports and it should be noted that the most frequent 

cause was human factors consisting of 44% of all identified secondary causes. 

 

Figure 4 – Main cause – all DP station keeping events 

It can be seen from Figure 4 that the largest percentage as the main cause reported for 2016 was 

thruster/propulsion, with 12.5% of that cause resulting in the vessel not maintaining automatic DP 

control.  Thruster/propulsion continues to be the most reported cause since 2012.  Approximately 20% 

of reported cases were human factor, computer and power. 
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2.4 Comparison of Actual Loss of Automatic DP Control and Undesired Event/Observation 

A comparison has been undertaken of the number of DP incidents (loss of automatic control) and the 

number of DP undesired events/observations (potential loss of automatic control), for each of the nine 

recorded main DP event causes.  A total of 78 DP incidents, undesired events and DP observations 

were reported to IMCA during 2016; of these 18 were DP incidents, 39 were DP undesired events and 

21 DP observations.  For the purposes of this analysis DP observations and DP undesired events have 

been combined as they might both have the potential to cause loss of automatic DP control, making a 

total of 60 reported events. 

For any given DP event cause, if effective barriers are in place, there should be a low ratio of actual DP 

incidents to DP undesired events.  Whereas if there is a high ratio of actual DP incidents to DP undesired 

events this indicates that there might be limited barriers in place.  In 2016 there were no reported cases 

when electrical, environmental or sensors were recorded as the main cause of the event. 

 

Figure 5 – Reported DP incidents/undesired events by main cause 2016 

A high incidence of undesired events and observations coinciding with a proportionately low incidence 

of DP incidents was recorded for main causes computer and thruster/propulsion; this is consistent with 

data analysed for 2015.  

As in 2015 it can be concluded that barriers protecting the redundancy principle of DP systems appear 

to be not so effective when considering human factors and position reference systems.  Additionally, in 

2016 four of the eleven reports citing power as the main cause resulted in loss of automatic DP control.  

Considering that there were ten reports citing power as the main cause during 2015, none of which 

resulted in loss of automatic DP control, industry needs to take note of this trend. 
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Figure 6 – Reported DP incidents/undesired events by operation 2016 

There were two events reported from drilling operations, one involved loss of automatic DP control 

and the other was a DP undesired event; the consequence of this is that this year drilling has the highest 

proportion of DP incidents to undesired events.  This is thought to reflect the lack of reporting from 

the drilling sector during 2016 as in 2015 the sector provided 25% of all reports.  The incident involving 

loss of automatic DP control occurred when the vessel was not connected to the well head, it did 

involve a total loss of power and the vessel’s automatic blackout recovery system meant automatic DP 

control was established within two minutes. 

Cargo operations continue to reflect 2015’s results with a high number of DP incidents (loss of 

automatic DP control) to DP undesired events.  This is considered to be because the operation is 

generally not as position sensitive as some other DP operations and can on most occasions be quickly 

terminated. 

Reports received from cable laying operations increased from five to eleven in 2016; it is noticeable that 

three of these reports resulted in a loss of automatic DP control. 

Operations in the ‘Other’ category include; crane, gangway, shuttle tanker, standby and well stimulation 

activities. 
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3 DP Event Bulletins 
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Thruster Unavailability 

Vessel on DP engaged 
in cargo operations

4 thrusters and 2 main 
engines online

2 shaft generators and 
2 diesel generators 
online, bus tie open

2 DGNSS and 1 laser 
system online

3 Gyros, 2 MRUs and
2 wind sensors online

Wind 14kts variable, 
current 1.2kts 247°, 
wave height 2.0m, 

visibility 10nm

DP alarm  Shaft 
generator No 2 

stopped 

1 bow, 1 aft thruster 
plus starboard main 
engine unavailable

Manual mode selected

Vessel moved clear of 
platform

 

Considerations from the above event: 

 From the information provided it would appear that the vessel is set up so as to allow for the worst case 

failure (WCF).  Therefore, if it had been deemed necessary, the vessel would have been capable of remaining 

on automatic DP following the failure of No 2 shaft generator. 
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Power Distribution 

Vessel on DP in 245m 
water depth engaged 

in pipe laying 
operations

6 thrusters online,
1 on standby

2 generators online,
3 on standby, bus tie 

open

2 DGNSS and 2 HPR 
systems online

3 Gyros, 3 MRUs and
4 wind sensors online

Wind 4kts 247°, 
current 1.4kts 067°, 
wave height 0.5m, 

visibility good

DG No 3 tripped
DG No 2 & 4 started 

automatically

Black out, switchboard 
No 1 & 3 

Black out recovery 
system restarted 

thrusters and other 
systems

Thruster No 2, 3, 5 & 7 
unavailable

Thrusters selected to 
DP 

Power maintained via 
switchboard No 2

Operations resume
Vessel maintaining 

position with thruster 
No 4 & 6

Power restored to 
mission equipment

 

Considerations from the above event: 

 With only two diesel generators on line the DPO must be fully aware of the consequences of a worst case 

failure (WCF). 
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Change of Vessel Centre of Rotation 

Vessel on DP in 23m 
water depth engaged 

in gangway operations
5 thrusters online

2 generators online,
1 on standby

2 DGNSS, 1 laser and
1 radar system online

3 gyros, 3 MRUs and
2 wind sensors online

Wind 6kts 305°, 
current 1.0kts 003°, 
wave height 0.8m, 

visibility 6nm

Vessel on DP outside 
500m zone

Vessel DP centre of 
rotation changed from 

centre to OAS

Vessel moves to 
installation on DP 

control

Immediate increase in 
thruster force

Vessel settled in 
desired position and 

heading

Bow moved to 
starboard and stern to 

port towards 
installation

Offshore Access 
System (OAS) 

connected from port 
stern of vessel

Vessel departs 500m 
zone for investigation

OAS yellow light

OAS disconnected 
manually

OAS green light
(safe to use)

Manual DP mode 
engaged

 

Considerations from the above event: 

 The centre of rotation should not be changed during critical operations. 

 Because of the likely increase in length of the lever to control heading, careful consideration regarding power 

availability and requirements is needed whenever the centre of rotation is changed. 

 If wind sensors are being shielded this could have a greater influence on the vessel model when the centre 

of rotation is changed. 

 Whenever possible field entry trials should be conducted with the same system configuration as that required 

for operations. 
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Unintentional Deselection of a DP Control Function 

Vessel on DP in 83m 
water depth engaged 
in saturation diving 

operations

5 thrusters online 4 generators online
2 DGNSS, 1 HPR and

1 taut wire online
3 gyros, 3 MRUs and
2 wind sensors online

Wind 14kts 253°, 
current 2.0kts 185°, 
wave height 1.0m, 

visibility 10nm

Surge button 
unknowingly 
deselected 

Confirmed that settings 
were the same as OS 

No 1

DPO unable to access 
gain control

It was noticed that the 
vessel was moving and 

realised the surge 
button was deselected

SDPO checked 
footprint and thrusters 

– all within limits

Present position button 
pressed

Control transferred to 
OS No 2

Vessel position stable

 

Considerations from the above event: 

 This event highlights the possible consequences of deselecting critical DP system buttons.  Significant changes 

to any system should not be made during critical phases of an operation. 

 It was considered highly likely that the DPO was performing multiple tasks when the surge button was 

unknowingly deselected. 

 Tools are available within position reference systems to monitor vessel position and alarm if the vessel moves 

outside a set limit. 

 Vessel operators should note that this type of event continues to occur and might therefore consider 

whether additional barriers should be put in place for critical switches. 
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Thruster Failure and Unavailability 

Vessel on DP in 63m 
water depth engaged 
in cargo operations

4 thrusters online
2 generators online,
2 on standby, bus tie 

open

2 DGNSS, 1 radar and
1 laser system online

3 gyros, 2 MRUs and
2 wind sensors online

Wind 8kts 195°, 
current not given, 
wave height 0.5m, 

visibility good

DP alarm  Port azimuth 
thruster unavailable 

Vessel moving clear on 
DP

Vessel maintaining 
position

Vessel outside 500m 
zone for investigation

Bulk cargo hose 
disconnected

 

Considerations from the above event: 

 The crew followed good procedures by suspending operations in a controlled manner ready for investigation. 
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Differences Between Operator Stations 

Vessel on DP in 27m 
water depth engaged 

in renewable 
operations

All thrusters online
All generators online, 

bus tie open
2 DGNSS online, 1 laser 

system on standby
3 gyros, 2 MRUs and
2 wind sensors online

Wind 8kts 243°, 
current 2.0kts 090°, 
wave height 1.0m, 

visibility good

Operator Station (OS) 
No 2 in command

Joystick positioned to 
reduce speed

DP joystick control - 
Automatic heading

Thrusters not reacting

Vessel transiting at 
1.2kts

Thrust command 
request not visible on 

OS No 2

Thrust command 
request showing on

OS No 1

Control taken on
OS No 1

Thrusters reacting 
correctly to thrust 

commands

 

Considerations from the above event: 

 Whilst it is not clear what caused this event it does stress the importance of field arrival and set up tests 

designed to identify operator station differences. 
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Thruster Fault 

Vessel on DP in 13m 
water depth engaged 

in bulk cargo 
operations

6 thrusters online
4 generators online, 

bus tie open
2 DGNSS and 1 radar 

system online
3 gyros, 2 MRUs and
2 wind sensors online

Wind 11kts 230°, 9.5 
tons 080°, wave height 

1.5m, visibility good

Vessel stern to 
installation, bulk drill 

water transfer

Continuous DP alarm 
starboard thruster 

 Pitch propeller 
feedback fault 

Bow to swell, shallow 
depth causing short 

high swell

Pitch indication of 
constant 45% on 

manual control console

Vessel surging 3m 
forward and aft

DP position less stable

Starboard thruster 
pitch remains at 45%

Emergency clutch out 
of starboard thruster

Intermittent DP alarm 
on port and starboard 

thrusters  Pitch 
propeller feedback 

fault 

Manual control of 
thrusters engaged 

Bulk hose disconnected

Vessel departs 500m 
zone for investigation

 

Considerations from the above event: 

 All available means should be used to identify the faulty thruster and then shut it down as deselecting it from 

the DP system might not be effective. 

 Depending on the time frame, it is recommended that the bulk transfer hose is disconnected prior to 

engaging manual control of thrusters. 

 It should be noted that on a vessel that utilises main propellers for DP, pitch should fail safe to zero.  This is 

because the second propeller, working astern, would not be able to compensate for the erroneous thruster 

working ahead. 
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Instability of Position Reference Systems 

Vessel on DP in 115m 
water depth engaged 

in bulk cargo 
operations

3 thrusters and 2 main 
engines online

2 shaft generators 
online, 2 generators on 
standby, bus tie open

2 DGNSS and 1 radar 
system online

3 gyros, 2 MRUs and
2 wind sensors online

Wind 25kts 337°, 
current 0.8kts 160°, 
wave height 2.7m, 

visibility good

Vessel alongside 
installation DP steady

Simultaneously all 
position reference 
system signals lost

Vessel moved 3m 
closer to facilitate 

crane lift

Vessel noticed to be 
moving

DGNSS signal reception 
became unsteady

Bulk hose disconnected

DP system tested 
satisfactorily in drift off 

location

Operations resumed

Radar system then 
became unstable

Vessel moved clear

 

Considerations from the above event: 

 It is not clear from the report whether it was the differential correction signal or satellite constellation that 

was shielded, however operators need to be aware of shielding and shadowing in similar situations. 

 The GNSS constellation screen should be consulted and considered prior to moving closer to a possible 

obstruction. 

 The reflector for the radar system might not have been sited for optimum performance; did the crane shield 

the radar from the reflector? 
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Thruster Entanglement During Shuttle Tanker Operations – DP Undesired Event 

Vessel on DP in 83m 
water depth engaged 

in shuttle tanker 
operations

4 thrusters online
4 generators online, 

none on standby

2 DGNSS, 2 DARPS,
1 Artemis and 2 radar 

systems online

3 Gyros, 2 MRUs and
2 wind sensors online

Wind 15kts 270°, 
current 0.8kts 150°, 
wave height 4.5m, 

visibility 10nm

Disconnecting from 
FPSO at the conclusion 

of cargo offloading

DP alarm  bow azimuth 
thruster not ready  and 

thruster tripped

The cargo hose hawser 
messenger was being 

passed back to the 
FPSO

Vessel completed 
disconnection on DP 
and departed field

Messenger became 
taut

 

Comments: 

Operations were conducted according to procedures.  It was concluded that the procedures for this operation 

needed to be modified to limit the amount of rope in the water to prevent bow thruster entanglement. 

Considerations from the above event: 

 Operations were being conducted within limits that allowed for disconnection to be completed in a 

controlled manner using the redundancy of thrusters. 

 All vessel types are reminded to review procedures that might affect DP operations, particularly those 

covering downlines, hoses, ropes, etc. 
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Incorrect Wiring Causes Loss of all Propulsion – DP Incident 

Vessel on DP engaged 
in ROV operations

2 main engines and 4 
thrusters online

2 shaft generators and 
1 diesel generator 

online, 1 on standby, 
bus ties closed

2 DGNSS online, 1 HPR 
and 1 laser system on 

standby

3 Gyros, 2 MRUs and
2 wind sensors online

Wind 18kts 280°, 
current 0.2kts 165°, 
wave height 2.0m, 

visibility poor

Vessel in drift on 
position preparing for 

ROV operations

Power restored to port 
main engine 

All propulsion power 
lost

Vessel manoeuvred 
clear and departs 500m 

zone

Installation informed, 
full muster of platform 

personnel 

All power restored 
vessel on DP

 

Comments: 

Subsequent investigation identified the following: 

 What went wrong? Through extensive evaluation by numerous technicians, the main cause of the incident 

was found to be the improper wiring of the main and backup power supplies.  Three engines were electrically 

connected through the DC40 main power supply.  This enabled an erroneous shut down signal to be sent 

to three engines simultaneously. 

 What were the causes of the incident? There was a fault in the wiring configuration of the vessel’s main 

engine 24VDC supply.  The wiring for the main power supply and the backup power supply was reversed 

which tied the two main engines to the same main power supply, thereby reducing vessel redundancy.  

Furthermore, a ground fault was identified on the main 24V supply to the main engines.  Subsequent testing 

revealed the diesel control units (DCU) responded differently when subjected to grounding tests; the port 

main engine would continue running while the starboard main engine would shut down. 

 What lessons were learnt? This misconfiguration, and subsequent loss of DP redundancy, was unknown 

to the crew.  The wiring of the vessel’s main engine 24VDC supply had been completed prior to the current 

management company assuming management of the vessel.  This incident further stresses the importance of 

a maintenance programme and complete maintenance records. 

Actions: 

Several changes were made to the vessel’s systems such as the replacement of the governor, DC40 battery 

supply and the starboard DCU and all was tested to satisfaction.  To ensure the matter has been completely 

rectified, the vessel was subjected to a full five-year FMEA. 

Considerations from the above event: 

 This incident stresses the importance for a good initial FMEA, the tracking of modifications and ensuring 

documentation is up to date, plus the importance of proving redundancy groups on a frequent basis. 
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Fuel Oil Filter Change Leads to Generator Failure – DP Incident 

Vessel on DP in 64m 
water depth engaged 
in pipeline dewatering 

operations

2 bow tunnel and
2 azimuth stern 

thrusters

2 shaft generators and
2 diesel generators 

(DG) online, 1 DG on 
standby, bus ties open

2 DGNSS and 1 laser 
system online

3 Gyros, 2 MRUs and
3 wind sensors online

Wind 8kts 085°, 1.4kts 
090°, wave height 

0.2m, visibility good

Vessel stern to 
installation, high 

pressure test hose 
connected to platform

Control power to all 
propulsion lost. 

Vessel off DP

Fuel oil duplex filter 
change on DG No 2 

Emergency disconnect 
of test hose

DG No 2 stopped due 
to fuel starvation after 

reverting to cleaned 
duplex filter

DG No 1 started but 
unable to supply bus

Emergency generator 
switched from manual 

to automatic start

Control power to port 
azimuth thruster 

restored

Emergency generator 
failed to take load as 

the breaker was left on 
manual mode

Vessel drifting adjacent 
to platform

Vessel moving clear of 
platform

Control power to 
starboard azimuth 
thruster restored

Bow thrusters started

Vessel on DP

 

Comments: 

During routine rounds the engine room watchkeeper decided to replace the left filter of the duplex fuel oil filter 

of DG No 2.  This generator was part of the port redundant system and supplied power to the 415v and 220v 

bus A and emergency switchboards.  DG No 2 suffered a blackout due to FO starvation after the filter was 

changed and as a consequence of incorrect operation of the duplex fuel filter.  DG No 1, which is also part of 

the port redundant group, was started, however it was unable to supply power to the bus.  The emergency 

generator did not connect to the bus bar as the breaker was left in manual mode therefore losing power to bus 

A and the emergency bus bar.  At this juncture batteries should take the load for control power of DP essential 

equipment, however the batteries were drained. 

The failure of the port redundant group should not have resulted in the loss of all propulsion control power as 

there was no failure on the starboard redundant group.  However, this was not the case because there was a 

design fault such that the 220v AC and 24v DC systems providing control power for all propulsion was from the 

port redundant group only. 

The vessel is five years old and this design fault was not captured in the FMEA or annual DP trials.  The last annual 

DP trials was conducted less than three weeks prior to the incident. 

The principle corrective actions initiated were: 

 No maintenance to be undertaken on any active or passive DP component whilst working within the 500m 

zone of an installation. 

 Switchboard setup was permanently modified so that propulsion control power was supplied from different 

redundant groups. 

 Switchboard setup to be verified by two separate watchkeepers. 

 Regular DP blackout drills to be instigated. 

 Regular switchboard setup training to be conducted. 

 Battery checks and testing routines improved. 
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 Company test and trials programmes reviewed and updated. 

Considerations from the above event: 

 This incident again stresses the need for a good initial FMEA, tracking of modifications and ensuring 

documentation is up to date, plus the importance of proving redundancy groups on a frequent basis. 

 Vessels must operate a robust permit to work system. 

 The importance of using correct and concise DP checklists for both engine room and bridge. 
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Bow Thruster Tripped Due to Lack of Power – DP Observation 

Vessel on DP in 23m 
water depth engaged 

in surface diving 
operations

5 thrusters online
2 shaft generators and 

4 diesel generators 
online, nil on standby

2 DGNSS and
2 taut wires online

3 Gyros, 2 MRUs and
2 wind sensors online

Wind 15kts 330°, 
current 2.5kts 000°, 
wave height 1.5m, 

visibility 10nm

Vessel starboard side 
to installation

Bow thruster No 3 
tripped on low voltage

Dive control informed 
and diver recovered

Vessel departs 500m 
zone for investigation

 

Comments: 

The seat for the stop solenoid on the port main engine was damaged causing a slight air leak past it, this acting 

on the stop cylinder piston caused a reduction in main engine rpm.  The reduction in rpm caused a low voltage 

alarm followed by breaker trip and low frequency alarm.  Power was lost to bow thruster No 3 due to a breaker 

trip on the switchboard, the port azimuth thruster was not affected as the clutch out rpm was not reached. 

The vessel has reduced the inspection interval of the stop solenoid valves from annual to six months. 

Considerations from the above event: 

 The vessel did not appear to reach its worst case failure (WCF) and although DP redundancy was effective 

precautionary measures were initiated. 
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Separate Problem with Two Thrusters Caused Loss of DP – DP incident 

Vessel on DP in 68m 
water depth engaged 
in cargo operations

4 thrusters online

2 shaft generators 
online, 1 diesel 

generator on standby, 
bus tie open

2 DGNSS online,
1 other system on 

standby

3 Gyros, 3 MRUs and
2 wind sensors online

Wind 10kts 124°, 
current 0.3kts 200°, 
wave height 0.4m, 

visibility good

Vessel in position 
transferring cargo

Bow thruster thrusting 
maximum to starboard

20° heading change to 
starboard 

Vessel losing heading

Heading change 
completed 

Switched to manual 
control

Emergency stop bow 
thruster

Vessel manoeuvred 
clear of 500m zone for 

investigation

DP alarm  Azimuth 
thruster No 1 
unavailable 

Bow thruster still 
thrusting at maximum

 

Comments: 

The bow thruster gave an alarm that pitch was at maximum showing 114% on DP display.  Investigation concluded 

that the full starboard maximum limit command/set point of the bow thruster proportional valve had been 

adjusted to 70%.  During maximum pitch request the valve had to be permanently opened with constant and 

continuous hydraulic oil flow through the proportional valve.  It was concluded that because the valve direction 

flow was set at 70% this resulted in the valve’s malfunction and pitch stuck at maximum.  It was later discovered 

that the azimuth thruster tripped because of sea water contamination of the gear box oil. 

Considerations from the above event: 

 Consideration should always be given to making heading changes in incremental steps, a heading change of 

20° in one step during critical operations is not recommended. 

 To stop adverse thrust from a rogue thruster it must be shut down and not just deselected from DP control. 
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Non-Routine Lift Leads to Thruster Incapacity – DP Undesired Event 

Vessel on DP in 127m 
water depth engaged 
in saturation diving 

operations

5 thrusters online,
1 on standby

4 generators online, 
bus tie open

1 DGNSS, 1 HPR and
2 taut wire online

3 gyros, 3 MRUs and
3 wind sensors online

Wind 16kts 277°, 
current 2.2kts 163°, 
wave height 1.5m, 

visibility good

Two divers in the water 
recovering rubber 

protection mattresses

Starboard azimuth 
stopped

Mattress and wire 
entangled in starboard 

azimuth thruster

Aft tunnel thruster 
stopped as a 
precaution

DP red alert

Vessel maintaining 
position – port azimuth 

and three bow 
thrusters

Both divers in the bell

Bell on surface

Vessel moving clear to 
investigate

 

Comments: 

The vessel maintained position throughout.  The lift had not been properly planned or risk assessed for the object 

being lifted.  There was a failure to recognise that the mattress was not a routine lift.  A generic lift plan was used 

which did not cover this specific lift. 

Considerations from the above event: 

 Danger of recognising an operation as routine, when it isn’t, and therefore using inappropriate standard 

procedures and risk assessments; 

 A situational awareness of the whole operation, involving all departments, is required; 

 Was there pressure to perform the task on an inappropriate vessel heading? 

 One thruster was on standby – if the lift had been identified as non-standard then possibly all thrusters would 

have been online; 

 DP red alert was used by the DP operator (DPO), although redundancy had not been compromised.  It is 

unknown whether this was in line with the activity specific operating guidelines (ASOG), however the DPO 

considered that the event had potential to escalate and therefore decided to initiate red alert. 
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Pipelaying Equipment Short Circuit Causes Thrusters to Trip – DP Undesired Event 

Vessel on DP in 410m 
water depth engaged 

in pipe laying 
operations

6 thrusters online,
1 on standby

4 generators online,
2 on standby, bus tie 

open

4 DGNSS online,
1 HPR on standby

3 gyros, 3 MRUs and
4 wind sensors online

Wind 1kts 220°, 
current 0.3kts 177°, 
wave height 0.2m, 

visibility good

On DP Laying    
pipeline and attaching 

pipeline end 
termination (PLET)

PLET secured in the 
pipe handling system 

(PHS)

Cargo barge moored 
alongside

Thrusters No 3 & 5 
restarted and selected 

to DP

Thrusters No 3 & 5 
unexpectedly stop

Crane disconnected 
from PLET

ROV recovered to 
tether management 

system (TMS)
Operations continue

 

Comments: 

The vessel maintained position throughout.  The ROV was restricted to the tether management system (TMS) 

until the vessel was confident of the cause of the thrusters’ unexpectedly stopping. 

All damaged sections of the ‘lay spread’ DC bus bars which fed in to the spare drive section of frame A were 

removed from service and all cabinets cleaned and dried out with air driers.  Blown fuses were replaced; the 

vessel was confident that the fault was localised to the bus bar, and not the connected equipment.  The set point 

of the air conditioning unit was adjusted from 21°C up to 28°C and signage placed on the AC units stating ‘Not 

to be adjusted’.  All external doors have been closed and signage placed on the doors stating ‘To be kept closed 

at all times’. 

Considerations from the above event: 

 The DP system was configured for open bus tie operation; 

 Pipelaying (project) equipment should be on a separate switchboard to critical DP auxiliary equipment; 

 Ideally, main and standby equipment should be fed from separate switchboards; 

 Four DGNSS were online – this is contrary to International Maritime Organization (IMO) DP equipment 

class 2 requirements of requiring three position reference systems of which at least two should operate on 

different principles. 
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Alteration of Course with COR Offset Causes Loss of Power – DP Incident 

Vessel on DP in 55m 
water depth engaged 

in cable laying 
operations

2 bow and 1 stern 
thruster plus 2 main 

engines

2 generators online,
2 on standby

3 DGNSS online
2 gyros, 2 MRUs and

2 wind sensors online

Wind 13kts 180°, 
current nil, visibility 

good

Automatic track mode, 
speed 0.55m/s, COR at 

the lay chute 

Bow thruster No 2 
deselected as it is 

thrusting opposite to 
bow thruster No 3

Course and heading of 
vessel 009°

Main engines at 
maximum rpm for 

turning effect

Speed reduced to 
0.2m/s prior to alter 

course

High power demand 
resulted in both diesel 

generators tripping

Vessel drifting at 
0.4 m/s

Power restored, main 
engines and thrusters 
started and selected

Commenced alteration 
of course and heading 

to 340°

Emergency generator 
failed to connect to bus 

bar

Ship stopped and on 
DP

 

Comments: 

The report discussed the set-up and mode selection for the thrusters and main engines during high power 

manoeuvres such as alteration of course and heading.  The vessel standing orders were changed accordingly.  

Investigation as to why the emergency generator did not connect to the bus bar and therefore aid black out 

recovery was ongoing. 

Considerations from the above event: 

 The DPO should be aware of the vessel’s DP capability taking into account the environmental conditions 

and in this case the additional thrust required by the centre of rotation (COR) being set at the lay chute; 

 It was not clear whether the rate of turn could have been adjusted to reduce thruster demand.  Considering 

the COR was set at the stern, it should have been set at a low rate; 

 Was the power management system set up correctly as it should have reduced power demand by activating 

non-essential tripping as part of black out prevention? 

 It should be questioned whether stopping thruster No 2 contributed to the incident as it may have been 

reacting as required; 

 What was the problem with the set-up of the emergency generator, was it available for manual start only? 

 Stresses the importance of the technical crew being adequately trained to deal with a black-out event. 
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DP Trial Leads to Partial Blackout – DP Undesired Event 

Vessel on DP in 67m 
water depth engaged 

in DP trials
5 thrusters online 4 generators online

3 DGNSS online
2 taut wire, 2 HPR and 

1 laser on standby

3 Gyros, 3 MRUs and
3 wind sensors online

Wind 12kts 090°, 
current 0.9kts 270°, 
wave height 0.6m, 

visibility good

Vessel conducting DP 
field arrival trials 

outside 500m zone

DP UPS supplies 
switched off as part of 
function and alarm test

Two hours later UPS 2 
and associated 

equipment shut down

Vessel maintained 
position with 

equipment supplied via 
UPS 1

 

Comments: 

It was discovered that the 230v supply breaker was open and the uninterruptible power supply (UPS) 2 batteries 

completely discharged.  Warning alarms generated by the DP system regarding the condition of UPS 2 were 

overlooked.  An additional checklist item was added to the field arrival trials to check UPS 1, 2 and 3 are clear 

of alarms and operating as normal.  Vessel maintained position throughout. 

Considerations from the above event: 

 The lessons to be learnt from the above are obvious and barriers preventing such errors are essential; 

 Alarms presented to operators must be acknowledged and acted on. 
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Procedures for Ploughing Using DP Discussed – DP Observation 

Vessel on DP in 68m 
water depth engaged 

in ploughing operations
7 thrusters online

3 generators online,
1 on standby

2 DGNSS online,
1 HPR & 1 taut wire on 

standby

3 Gyros, 2 MRUs and
2 wind sensors online

Wind 8kts 200°, 
current 0.3kts 140°, 

visibility good

Vessel in DP automatic 
track mode, speed 

0.3m/s

JSAH selected, speed 
and tensions checked 

A change of next 
waypoint (WP) is 

identified

WP updated and 
checked

WP to be updated 
whist vessel is in 

joystick automatic 
heading (JSAH)

DP automatic track 
mode selected

DPO attempts to 
reduce speed using 

joystick
(vessel in automatic 

track mode)

Speed is reducing as 
automatic track mode 

is 0.3m/s

DPO mirrors thrust 
requirement to 

maintain 0.3m/s

Vessel speed witnessed 
to be 1.0m/s

DPO realises system is 
in automatic track 

mode and selects JSAH

Vessel stopped and 
stabilised DP mode 

selected

 

Comments: 

The report concluded that the DPO was conducting too many concurrent tasks so that he did not sufficiently 

monitor the vessel speed during the time the vessel was being controlled with JSAH.  Further to this, company 

procedure/standing instruction have been changed so that changing the position of the targeted waypoint can be 

avoided except in the most necessary of cases.  If it is found necessary to change the waypoint position, then the 

ploughing operation should be temporarily suspended by stopping the vessel and selecting automatic DP. 

Considerations from the above event: 

 It would be of considerable benefit if plough pulling forces, which can vary greatly, were fully integrated to 

the DP.  It is not clear if this was the case and whether the direction of forces was interfaced; 

 It appears that a proper evaluation of the operation was not made: familiarity of the system is required 

together with adhering to company procedures; 

 A proper understanding of the relationship between position reference systems and forces is required; 

Consideration should have been given to reduce speed to the operational minimum, the slower the progress of 

the plough the less effect it will have on the vessel’s positioning capability, as inertia becomes less effective. 


